What is SynapMod?
SynapMod® (patent pending) is a personal commitment, collaborative task management Internet-based
software-as-a-service or iPhone/iPad app that enables people, however dispersed, to communicate, in
real time, to achieve specific objectives.
It enables creation of self forming networks without the need for costly software.
It empowers individuals to manage and track their own commitments - those made to others,
and those others made to them.
With SynapMod there is no need to make phone calls or send out emails to get instant updates from
team members.

Why SynapMod?
SynapMod provides a mobile iPhone/iPad App and Internet-based self-forming Structured
Communication Network to enable a comprehensive personal commitment, communication and
collaborative task management capability. Either of these could be integrated into the larger toolkit of
specialized project management tools to enable before-the-fact notification of potential delays in time
for proactive corrective action by all the parties directly affected. A commitment that an individual
makes to fulfill a task may more likely be achieved on time, without unnecessary expenditure of
resources through use of the Internet-based network.
SynapMod is available on a website as software-as-a-service and on the iPhone and iPad at the Apple
Store. It will be available in other forms in the future.
With SynapMod, you and your team will be informed, in real-time, of potential delays or about other
issues that may impact you or your team’s commitments.
With SynapMod, you create a communication network with everyone doing work in which you or they
have a direct interest. When the work is completed, the communication links go away.
With SynapMod Mobile, you can use your iPhone or iPad to:
Record your own personal and professional commitments
Reply to and report on requests for commitments sent to you by others
Request commitments from others for work you need them to do
Receive reports on commitments from others doing work requested by you
Receive reports on predecessor commitments of others in which you have an interest
With SynapMod software-as-a-service, you can additionally:
Assure that any objectives being worked on are in line with the overall corporate objective
Monitor progress on all objectives in your organizational area of responsibility
Evaluate the workload of the people who report to you, either directly or indirectly

Who would benefit from using SynapMod?
Management of Business Operations need a comprehensive communication capability for managing
personal commitments - those made to others and those made in response - linking directly responsible
individuals for interrelated tasks
SynapMod on the Cloud provides a tool for such a comprehensive communication capability
Project leaders need an app for integration into the larger toolkit of specialized project management
tools to be informed in real-time by task owners of potential delays of critical tasks that may delay the
project in order to take proactive action to remain on track and avoid such a delay.
SynapMod Mobile provides such an app
Task Leaders need an app to provide the means to send and receive information in real time concerning
potential delays that may affect completion dates of their commitments, and to request other
individuals to accept responsibility for sub-objectives of one or more of their commitments.
SynapMod Mobile provides such an app
For more information, go to the Apple Store and search for “SynapMod Mobile” or
visitwww.epmod.com

